
My Eddystone ‘Jewel in the Crown’ (S.830/4) ‘Re-re-re-visited’ – Gerry O’Hara 

My first foray into working on and 

using an Eddystone set since the 

long-ago days of my youth back in 

the early-1970’s was in March 

2006, when I impulse-purchased an 

S.830/4 at a local ham radio 

fleamarket.  I knew nothing about 

this model when I bought it, but I 

learned very quickly on the long 

walk (stagger) back to my car that 

this was no EC10 I had purchased – 

it became heavier each step of the 

way and I was exhausted when I 

finally placed it in the car.  

However, I realized the pain was 

well-worth it as I was soon impressed by the engineering standards of the S.830/4.  After a period of 

initial use, I decided to undertake some refurbishment, and I was equally impressed by the help I 

received from Graeme Wormald (G3GGL, now ‘Silent Key’) and others in doing so, along with the 

information provided in the numerous articles in the EUG Newsletter/‘Lighthouse’, and a compilation of 

some of these are appended here.  That work was detailed in this article in July 2006, and mainly 

comprised tidying things up mechanically and electrically, fixing a few faults, including crackling, hiss, 

hum, unable to zero the S-meter, etc, plus some cosmetic improvements such as powder-coating the 

case.  After a few years of using the set, it developed several annoying faults, including some ‘birdies’ 

and heterodynes across the bands, especially on the higher frequencies, poor AGC action on SSB, and 

poorer than expected frequency stability.  I set about an extensive re-cap at that time (June 2011), also 

replacing some more out of tolerance resistors and a full re-alignment, as detailed in a second article 

here.  That work cured the set of its ailments, however, soon after that (July 2011) the set was back on 

the bench to be re-aligned again, this time using a wobbulator that I had just modified to accommodate 

the 100KHz second IF of the S.830/4 (article here).  The work undertaken in 2011 made a huge 

difference to the set’s performance and it has remained ‘boxed up’ (chassis in the case) since that time, 

used frequently for around five years, and then packed away ready for pending house moves.  

Testing 

Like my other radios, the S.830/4 was placed in storage before and after the house moves and has only 

recently been hauled in from the garage.  Working my way through the stored Eddystone sets, I finally 

came to the S.830/4.  It powered-up fine (slowly on a Variac) and worked just as I remembered it did 

over three years ago when it was last used, though it had developed a few minor issues – the usual stuff 

that appears during periods of non-operation such as scratchy RF/IF and AF gain controls, plus a 

flickering dial light, a slight crackle when the Incremental tuning control was used in the red section of 

its travel, a noisy ‘Peak RF’ control, and the pitch of the SSB signals was no longer equal between upper 

and lower sidebands.  I decided that I had better take the case off and give it a thorough check-over per 

the other larger Eddystones in my remaining collection. 

http://eddystoneusergroup.org.uk/Restoration%20projects/Gerry%20O%27Hara%27s%20Eddystone%20830_4%20Restoration%20Article.pdf
http://eddystoneusergroup.org.uk/Restoration%20projects/Eddystone%20S830-4%20Revisited.pdf
http://eddystoneusergroup.org.uk/Restoration%20projects/Eddystone%20S830-4%20Revisited%20Wobbulator%20Article.pdf
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Electronic Checks, Repairs and Tweaks 

After removal of 9 years of dust from the top of the chassis (amazing what can accumulate in 9 years! – 

note ‘swish’ mark from my finger on the power transformer cover, circled in the photo below), and a 

few spider webs from 

under the chassis 

(how do they get in 

there?), a visual 

inspection quickly 

identified the cause of 

the flickering dial light 

– a poor connection 

on one of the 

bulbholders – soon 

fixed.  I also removed 

the dial light string 

and cleaned/applied 

Deoxit to the holders 

and bulbs.  No other 

obvious mechanical 

issues were noted, so 

on with electrical checks. 

All Dubilier and Hunts paper caps had been replaced in 2011, together with all electrolytics (some in 

2006), with the exception of the Plessey can electrolytics in the power supply (dated August 1968) which 

tested fine and so were left in place.  All other caps are either silver mica or ceramic (tubular or disc), 

which have a very respectable reliability record.  As noted in the above-referenced articles, I had 

replaced several resistors in 2006 and more in 2011, however, given it was 9 years since I had last 

checked the set over, I decided to measure each and every one, including some NOS 2W carbon compo 

ones I had installed in 2006.  This is not a quick task in an S.830/4 with its 101 resistors, many of which 

are hiding in places that are very difficult to access (or even find!), eg. in the 1st Local Oscillator and 

RF/Antenna compartments, and ‘buried’ 

under layers of other components as in the 

cramped ‘forest’ of parts in the detector/AF 

section of the IF/AF compartment. 

Referring to my earlier articles, I could tick 

some of the 101 resistors off the check list – 

I had refurbished the Product Detector and 

2nd Local Oscillator units in 2011 and noted 

that all resistors had been replaced.  I had 

photos to prove it to myself, though I still 

ended up taking the cover off the 2nd Local 

Oscillator to check on some resistors as they 

were hidden on the photos (photo, left).  

The 1st Local Oscillator valve base is the 
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most difficult area to check on the chassis by far.  So much so, that I had to use a valve base adapter 

installed in the valve base above the chassis to check some resistors connecting to it as my thinnest 

probes could not make reliable contact with some resistor leads under the chassis.  All in all, it took me 

best part of a day to work my way methodically through the receiver testing each resistor.  Most can be 

tested ok in circuit, however, some require one end to be lifted as parallel resistance paths prevent 

accurate measurements – thankfully Eddystone, for the most part, used a ‘lay-on’ soldering technique 

making this task much easier than when component wires have been passed through a solder lug and 

then wrapped around it several times for good 

measure (were they expecting their radios to be 

shaken about that much?).  I have never seen an 

Eddystone ‘lay-on’ solder joint come apart yet.  I 

think the secret is to have well-dressed leads so 

there is no strain on the soldered joints. 

So, what did I find?  Overall, I ended up replacing 33 

more resistors, most of these were marginally out of 

their marked tolerance, though some were 

significantly out of tolerance, by over 25% and one, 

in the 

BFO 

oscillator (which is varicap diode tuned in the S.830/4), R92, 

was almost 100% higher than its marked value – no wonder 

the set was not working so well on USB.  The equivalent 

resistor in the LSB position had drifted also, but only by 

20%, still, enough to cause the frequency to be ‘off’ from 

when it was last set in 2011.  All the resistors in the BFO 

tuning circuit had been checked in 2006 and again in 2011, 

and I had previously changed out the ones that tested out 

of tolerance, so this drift had occurred over the past 9 

years.  A greater surprise to me was that the two 2W NOS 

carbon compo resistors I had installed in 2006 (circled in 

photo, above), and which were well within tolerance then, 

were now significantly out of tolerance.  These still looked 

like new, but one was now 25% higher than its marked 

value.  I decided to change these out again, plus all the 

remaining original 1W resistors, even if they tested ok – 

these all looked like bits of drab grey-painted wooden 

dowel (several can be seen in the photo, above).  

Most of the replaced resistors were in the IF/AF 

compartment (photo, left, after replacements installed), 

however, a few resistors in the RF/Antenna and Mixer 

stages were also changed out, necessitating extraction of 

the bandswitch shaft – a straightforward operation (loosen 

one set screw) that provides better access to the valve 
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bases in all three compartments.  The photos, left, show the Mixer 

compartment access with the shaft in place (top) and with it withdrawn 

(below).  However, even with the shaft extracted and the coupler 

removed, the components around the 1st Local Oscillator valve base are 

still not easy to access due to the layered construction.  I had replaced 

all the paper caps in there in 2011 (it took some time as I recall), but I 

should have changed-out all the resistors while I was at it, though they 

tested well-within tolerance at that time.  Thankfully, all resistors in the 

1st Local Oscillator section still tested within tolerance, except R67, the 

screen dropper resistor for V12A, a 6.8Kohm part.  It measured 

7.9Kohms, so 16% off its nominal value (6% outside its marked 

tolerance), R66 (10.8% off nominal) and R75 (12.1% off nominal), these 

being the grid leaks for V12a and V12b respectively.  I consider these 

fairly minor deviations to be ok for screen dropper and grid leak 

applications (and I don’t use the crystal oscillator, V12b, anyway), so 

they were left in place given the level of effort to access these, 

combined with likely disturbance of the alignment on the higher 

frequency bands.  I did, however, removed the crystal calibrator unit and replaced the resistors in that. 

Next, I replaced the 10uF 50vw electrolytic on the AGC line that is switched-in to provide ‘slow’ AGC 

action (on SSB modes only) that I had installed previously, with a 10uF 25vw tantalum part as specified 

in the parts list (actually I used 2 x 4.7uF caps in parallel) - tantalum caps generally having less leakage 

than electrolytics and are therefore more suitable for a high-impedance circuit such as the AGC line. 

These caps can be seen on the photo at the bottom left of page 3 (blue bodies).  I generally do not use 

tantalum capacitors, as they have a habit of failing short-circuit in their old-age, however, they are just 

fine in this application.  While I had my copious ‘cap box’ out, I 

fitted a couple of 0.01uF Y-Class safety caps to the IEC connector as 

mains-born interference can be an issue at my location.  

I also took the opportunity to test the valves: all tested good except 

the 2nd Mixer, V4 (6AK5) and the AF output, V10 (6AQ5) - both on 

the weaker side, so I replaced these with good NOS valves. 

Alignment Checks and BFO Set-up 

A check on dial accuracy was carried out, and given this was 

(amazingly) accurate, I did not undertake a full RF re-alignment – I just tweaked (peaked) the Mixer and 

RF stage/Antenna trimmers very slightly (most were peaked correctly anyway).  I did confirm the IF 

centre (crystal) frequency and then adjusted the upper and lower sideband carrier insertion frequency 

pre-sets.  I did not use the method as detailed in the manual – instead, I inserted a signal at the 2nd IF 

frequency by removing the screening can from the 1st 100KHz IF amplifier valve, and wrapping a wire 

connected to the signal generator output around the valve.  I used a Heathkit (audio) signal generator 

that can be stepped in 1KHz increments.  With the signal generator set at the crystal frequency, and 

with the S.830/4 in CW mode, I checked that the centre mark on the BFO pitch control was zero beat (it 

was).  I then switched the signal generator 1KHz higher, and with the S.830/4 set to USB mode, adjusted 

the USB trimmer pot for zero beat (photo, above right).  Next, I switched the signal generator to 1KHz 
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below the crystal frequency and, with the S.830/4 in LSB mode, 

adjusted the LSB trimmer pot for zero beat.  This gave nominal 

1KHz offsets on the correct sides of the 2nd IF centre frequency 

on USB and LSB modes.  However, the offset should be 1.5KHz - 

this was achieved by connecting a frequency counter to the 

audio output and, with the signal generator again set at the 2nd 

IF centre frequency, adjusting the trimmer pots a little to obtain 

a 1.5KHz signal.  I also adjusted the S-Meter zero as the bridge 

resistors had all been replaced in that circuit.  

I took some time to clean and re-lubricate the main tuning gang, 

the RF Peak capacitor gang (the noise was due to the capacitor 

plates in the RF amplifier section contacting – fixed by a slight 

adjustment of the end bearing screw), various gearwheels and 

bearings etc. 

(photo, right), 

and the pointer 

guide rods on 

the dial 

mechanism.  I 

also decided to fit an in-line fuseholder under the 

chassis (follow the arrow in photo, left), fitted with a 

250mA fuse between the power transformer HT centre-

tap and ground - this as an additional protection 

measure for the power transformer, the set still having 

its original electrolytics fitted in the power supply.  

Cosmetics 

Some debris had accumulated behind the dial glass during the past 9 years – mainly stuck in the lower 

corners of the dial (photo, right - with cheek 

plates and dial glass removed for access).  I 

removed the dial glass as described in the 

manual and gently brushed this away, and 

cleaned the dial glass before re-assembly.  I 

also touched-up the white markings on several 

of the knobs. 

One thing I have never really liked about the 

S.830 series is the asymmetry of the 

fingerplate, with the small Tuning and 

Incremental tuning controls, compared with 

most other ‘dual knob’ Eddystone sets.  This 

asymmetry is emphasized on the S.830/4 
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variant with the metal locking disk on 

the Tuning knob (and associated clamp 

and locking screw offset beneath).  Yes, 

I know this is ‘original’… but is it? - a 

photo of a ‘development’ model of the 

S.830 (photo, right) shows matching 

large bandswitch and (main) Tuning 

control knobs – much better! 

While I was rummaging in my 

Eddystone spares box, I came across 

two NOS large bandswitch/ tuning knobs.  I must 

have bought these for my S.940 many years ago as 

the skirts on the knobs on my S.940 were chipped 

slightly.  For whatever reason, I had not fit them 

then, but did so now (and look good!).  Then, 

following an email exchange with another 

Canadian Eddystone enthusiast, Dave Whiting (see 

his article on ‘The Eddystone 830/4 in Canadian 

Government Service’ in Lighthouse Issue 79, June 

2003, p28, and ‘Letter from South Porcupine’ in 

Lighthouse Issue 80, August 2003, p4), it was 

suggested that I try one of the larger knobs (off the 

S.940) on the S.830/4 in place of the small knob.  

Well, I did and I like it! – so for now it stays.  I tried 

it with and without the skirt on the knob (centre 

and lower photos, left: compare with the original 

locking disc Tuning knob fitted in the top photo).  

Although the latter better-matched the un-skirted 

bandchange knob, to me at least, it did not look 

right, as the rear of the knob was too far from the 

fingerplate and the spacing cannot be adjusted 

closer due to the front of the bearing (unless a 

rebate was machined into the knob).  Also, the 

bandchange knob cannot be fitted with a skirt 

because of the crystal selector switch lever. 

This ‘mod’ left two threaded holes in the 

fingerplate to the lower right of the Tuning knob 

vacated by the screws of the locking mechanism 

clamp.  To blank these off, I fitted a couple of 4BA 

screws into these holes, with their heads painted 

grey.  Serendipitously, however, at about the same 

time there was a posting on the EUG website from 

http://eddystoneusergroup.org.uk/EUG%20Newsletters/Lighthouse79.pdf
http://eddystoneusergroup.org.uk/EUG%20Newsletters/Lighthouse80.pdf
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Ian Nutt noting that he still had some repro S.830 fingerplates in stock, so one was ordered to cover-up 

the two holes.  

On-Air Comparison Testing 

While I had my three remaining ‘heavyweight’ Eddystone sets (S.680/2, S.830/4 and S.940) in the same 

room, and all working well following the recent work on each, I thought I would undertake a brief on-air 

comparison using the same 50’ wire antenna strung outside the house, and a 20M internal mag-loop.  

Perhaps needless to say, the S.830/4 won on sensitivity (though only just), signal to noise ratio 

(especially over the S.680/2 at higher frequencies), and selectivity (especially over the S.940), though 

both the S.680/2 and S.940 put in a very decent showing overall.  Of course, where the S.830/4 really 

wins out is in its frequency stability, accuracy and ability to set-up on a desired frequency within 500Hz 

or so using a combination of the crystal calibrator and its Incremental tuning feature1, plus its image 

rejection on the higher frequencies compared with the single conversion sets. 

Closure 

This experience with my S.830/4, like the work described in my other recent ‘revisited’ articles, proves 

that refurbishment of a vintage radio, as these valve Eddystones now are becoming2 is not a ‘do it once 

and forget’ job – time passes, components continue to age (even if the set is not used), and may need 

replacing to maintain optimum performance or mitigate a ‘catastrophic’ failure of a hard-to-replace 

component(s).  Of course, biting the bullet and simply ‘shotgunning’ all the capacitors and resistors 

(replacing them all, whether needed or not at the time of the replacement as a preventative measure) 

would lessen the likelihood of issues developing in the future.  I have done that in many sets, generally 

excluding silver mica and ceramic capacitors, especially when refurbishing a radio for someone else.  But 

valve radios need routine attention over extended periods of time anyway, such as noisy controls and 

switches needing cleaning, valves ageing/needing replacement, and alignment checks/adjustments, so 

its worthwhile spending some time doing a little preventative maintenance at the same time.  So, I 

expect that I will be ‘re-re-re-re-visiting’ my S.830/4 again in a few years time… though its always a 

pleasure.  I only hope I still have the manual dexterity to do any work needed next time!  

 
1 Though fitting the crystal calibrator and the external DFM to the S.940 has ‘narrowed the gap’ considerably! 
2 My S.830/4 is 52 years ‘young’, the S.940 a little older at 56, and the S.680/2 is approaching a stately 71 
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